
Teton Entrepreneurs And Mentors (TEAMS)

Mentor Qualifications
________________

To Apply Visit:

SiliconCouloir.com/teams-mentoring

What is TEAMS?

TEAMS is a competitive Silicon Couloir program formed to
accelerate the development of entrepreneurs in the Teton region,
and further the mission of Silicon Couloir: to align entrepreneurship
with community vision to promote a diverse economy and healthy
environment for current and future generations.  

How does it work?

Guiding Principles

 Summary For Mentors

TEAMS is powered by volunteer mentors who are excited by
innovation, ideas and problem-solving. Mentors are overseen and
supported in their mentoring role by the Silicon Couloir staff and
Mentoring Executive Team. Relationships between mentors and
entrepreneurs are formed based on the needs of the entrepreneur
and the interests of the available mentors. All mentoring sessions
are free of charge.

Each venture is assigned a team of mentors with a lead mentor.
Every venture is unique in its status, needs, trajectory, and priorities.
Silicon Couloir provides new mentors, with training, and a structured
meeting framework to guide each individual session and honor your
time. 

The best interests of ventures will always be promoted.
The Silicon Couloir board, staff and TEAMS mentors will maintain
strict confidentiality over any proprietary information entrusted to
them by entrepreneurs. 
Mentors will serve as volunteers.
Mentoring services will be offered without discrimination.
Silicon Couloir will oversee the formation of mentor-venture
relationships.
The choice of mentors will be based on best available candidates
for the entrepreneur’s needs.
Mentors may not solicit employment by or invest in a venture for
which they mentor.
Mentors must recuse themselves from judging a contest in which
any of their mentee ventures participate.

Typical Mentor Teams consist of
3-5 Mentors

Expect to commit to one 90
minute lunch and two mentoring
sessions per month to the
program (~4.5 hours)

Mentoring Sessions are 90 min

Full-time or part-time resident in
Tetons region for 6+ months of the
year

Significant professional
experience

Good listener / team player

Available to meet in person for
scheduled meetings

Put the needs of mentees first

Willing to serve selflessly in a
strictly voluntary role

Has a spirit of inquiry and
discovery with regard to new
ventures

Has an interest in building
community

Comfortable with keeping mentees
accountable

This institution is an equal opportunity provider. 

Quick Facts
________________


